Nova Rico has produced decorative, educational and antique style geographical globes for
over 50 years in its factory in Florence, Italy. Nova Rico makes several globes ideally suited
for children. They are designed to stimulate children’s interest in the world’s geography

Any traditional setting will be
enhanced by the elegant details
of these two remarkable globes
Their distinctive looks make a
statement in any setting.
Both globes are illuminated
to provide discreet lighting.

The illuminated RAETH 30cm globe, with a wooden
base and metallic arc, shows not only the map of the
world but also some of the animals and marine life which
inhabit specific areas. An illustrated book describing the
animals and marine life in more detail is included.

RAETH

CINTHIA

CIRCUS
EMILY
Emily is a Swedish design with
a clean modern look. The tripod
standing is a half-meridian, made
of hard wood in walnut colour.
Wheels allow easy movement.

CIRCUS (shown above) is a 25 cm globe.
It is illuminated and it features different
animals found around the world.

The illuminated Symbole 30 cm is an attractive
globe which shows not only the map of the world
but also some of the animals and marine life which
inhabit specific areas. An illustrated book describing
the animals and marine life in more detail is included.

SYMBOLE

Cinthia is mounted on a
distinctive carved hardwood
base. It boasts classical
design details and a revolving
solid brass meridian.
Wheels allow easy movement.

Nova Rico globes are distributed in the UK by
Global Opportunities
Powyke House, The Village,
Powick, Worcestershire. England. WR2 4QR.
Tel : +44 (0) 1905 831919
E-mail: chris.wreghitt@novarico.com

LINEA STELLARE
30 cm STELLARE is a unique illuminated globe
which features a map of the sky. Constellations are
indicated by astrological and scientific names.
Black wood base and matt steel accessories

30 cm Marco Polo illuminated
antique looking globe.
Strong gold coloured base and
half meridian. Supplied with
magnifying glass for close up viewing

30 cm Tactile is an illuminated
geographical globe which has relief
features to highlight mountain ranges.
It has a walnut coloured natural wood
pedestal and metal looking half meridian

MARCO POLO

TACTILE

SEMPREINPIEDI
COLOMBO
30 cm COLOMBO is an attractive
‘antique’ style illuminated globe.
It has a walnut coloured natural wood
pedestal and metal looking half meridian

11 cm Sempreinpiedi globe.
This self righting globe is attractive
on any desk. Shows the world’s
political boundaries

ELITE

30 cm Linea Deserto
Stunning looking metallic
globe with a modern look.

LINEA DESERTO

BLANK

30 cm Elite illuminated globe.
Shows physical features when not lit,
but political boundaries when illuminated.
Attractive blue base and crystal
blue half meridian.

30 cm Antiquus is a quality illuminated
globe in an antique style. It has a walnut
coloured natural wood pedestal
and brass coated metal half meridian

The 30 cm Blank globe is ideal for group
learning activities. The laminated surface
allows you to write on it or colour in
sections, as you choose. These can then
be easily wiped off. 4 different colour fibre
pems are supplied with the globe

